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Abstract. We need an efficient channel assignment algorithm for in-
creasing channel re-usability, reducing call-blocking rate and reducing
interference in any cellular systems with limited bandwidth and a large
number of subscribers. We propose an efficient hybrid genetic algorithm
for a fixed channel assignment problem with limited bandwidth con-
straint. The proposed GA finds a good sequence of codes for a virtual
machine that produces channel assignment. Results are given which show
that our GA produces far better solutions to several practical problems
than existing GAs.

1 Introduction

The channel assignment problem (CAP), or frequency assignment problem
(FAP) is a very important problem today, but is a difficult, NP-hard problem.
The radio spectrum is a limited natural resource used in a variety of private and
public services, the most well known example can be found in cellular mobile
phone systems, or personal communication services (PCS). To facilitate this ex-
pansion the radio spectrum allocated to a particular service provider needs to
be assigned as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Because the CAP is a very important problem in the real world and an
NP-hard problem, a number of heuristic algorithms have been proposed (e.g.,
[6]). To achieve the optimal solution of fixed channel assignment problems, most
proposed algorithms try to minimize the amount of necessary channels while
satisfying a set of given constraints (e.g., [2,3,5,8,9,10,11,19]).

However, the total number of available channels, or bandwidth of frequen-
cies, are given and fixed in many situations. Minimizing the bandwidth becomes
meaningless for such applications. To address the problem, Jin et al. proposed a
new cost model [7] in which the available number of channels are given and fixed
and the electro-magnetic compatibility constraints, and demand constraint are
relaxed. They also proposed genetic algorithms to solve the problems [4,7]. But,
their algorithms use näıve representation, and the search space is too large in
scale, therefore the results obtained using these algorithms are not good enough.
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We propose a new hybrid genetic algorithm for the problem. Because the
proposed algorithm combines GA with a local search, it can be thought of as
a memetic algorithm [13]. The proposed GA is tested using a set of standard
benchmark problems, and the performance is far better than the previously
proposed GAs [4,15] for the problem [4]. The proposed GA can obtain far better
solutions than the previously proposed GAs.

2 Fixed Channel Assignment with Limited Bandwidth

2.1 Notation

Let us consider a cellular system that consists of N cells, and each cell is num-
bered from 1 to N . A compatibility matrix is a symmetric N×N matrix C = (cij)
with nonnegative integer elements. The value cij prescribes the minimum fre-
quency separation required between frequencies assigned to cell i and cell j, i.e.,
if fk

i and f l
j are the frequencies assigned to cell i and j respectively, then the

following condition |fk
i − f l

j | ≥ cij should be satisfied for all i and j.
Radio frequencies are assumed to be evenly spaced, therefore they can be

identified with the positive integers. Let Xi,j be the variable that takes 1 when
the j-th mobile that stays in cell i wishes to own a frequency, and ni be the
number of mobiles that stay in cell i, and let T be the number of channels that
each frequency provides under TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access). And let
Xi =

∑ni

j=1 Xi,j be the random variable of required channels in cell i, and let
µi and σi be the expected number and the standard deviation of Xi (no matter
the request is failed or success). In general, the load of each cell is maintained
by the system, therefore µi and σi can be estimated from the long-term history
of base stations’ load data.

2.2 Damage of Blocked Calls

Call attempts may fail at a busy station because there are no available channels,
and failed calls are called blocked calls. The more blocked calls, the more damage
caused to the system. Thus, an ideal channel assignment should guarantee that
the total amount of blocked calls in all cells be as low as possible.

Let Hi be the number of assigned channels to cell i, then the expected number
of blocked calls in cell i is

∑ni

j=Hi+1 P (Xi = j)(j − Hi). The objective here is to
minimize the cost

∑N
i=1

∑ni

j=Hi+1 P (Xi = j)(j − Hi). As Horng et al. showed,
we can assume the random variable Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is close to the normal
random variable with parameters µi and σi [4]. Therefore, as an approximation
of

∑ni

j=x+1 P (Xi = j)(j − x), we can use

IE(x) =
1√

2πσi

∫ ∞

x

(y − x) exp

{

−1
2

(
y − µi

σi

)2
}

dy

=
1√
2π

σi exp

{

−1
2

(
x− µi

σi

)2
}

+
1
2
(µi − x)erfc

(
x− µi√

2σi

)

,

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function defined as
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erfc(x) = 1 − erf(x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

x

exp(−t2)dt.

2.3 Damage from Interference

Interference can occur between a pair of transmitters if the interfering signal
is sufficiently strong. Whether a transmitter pair has the potential to interfere
depends on many factors, e.g., distance, terrain, power, or antenna design. The
higher the potential for interference between a transmitter pair is, the larger the
frequency separation required. For example, if two transmitters are sufficiently
geographically separated then the frequency can be re-used, i.e., the same fre-
quency can be assigned. At the other extreme if two transmitters are located at
the same site then they may require, say, a five-frequency separation.

Violating frequency separation constraint, or EMC (Electro-Magnetic Com-
patibility) constraint, would bring some degree of disadvantage to the mobiles
that experience interference. And the disadvantage would be in proportion to
the degree of interference that depends on the frequency distance (i.e., how many
Hz between them) and the power it suffered. The degree of damage is defined as
follows. Let p be the assigned frequency to cell i, and q be the one to cell j, then
the damage caused by interference from this assignment f(i, j, p, q) is defined as
follows.

f(i, j, p, q) =






0 if |p − q| ≥ cij ,
fi,pfj,qIC(cij − |p − q|) if |p − q| < cij and i = j,
fi,pfj,qIA(cij − |p − q|) otherwise.

where fi,p = 1 if frequency p is assigned to cell i, otherwise fi,p = 0, and IC and
IA are two strictly increasing functions.

2.4 Objective Function

The objective of the problem is to minimize the total damage, the sum of the
cost of blocked calls and the cost of interference, therefore the problem is defined
as follows.

Min O =
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

Z∑

p=1

Z∑

q=1

f(i, j, p, q) + α

N∑

i=1

IE(TFi),

subject to fi,p = 0 or 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ p ≤ Z where Fi =
∑Z

p=1 fi,p for
1 ≤ i ≤ N , Z is the allowable number of frequencies, and α is the relative weight
of the damage of blocked calls to the damage from interference.

2.5 Related Works

Because CAP (FAP) is an important and very difficult problem to solve exactly,
GA based algorithms for the minimum span frequency assignment problem (MS-
FAP) have been proposed (e.g., [2,3,5,8,9,10,11,14,17,19]).
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The performance of the GAs for MSFAP that represent possible assignment
directly as a bit-string or a sequence of integers is not good enough, and the
permutation based GAs are reported to show good performance [10,11,19]. In
these GAs, an assignment order of transmitters is represented by a permuta-
tion and an assignment is carried out using a sequential algorithm. The scheme
has overcome the weakness of the previous two schemes and the performance
has improved [10,11,19], and a GA with an adaptive mutation rate and a new
initialization method was developed and showed very good performance [11].
The performance of the permutation based GAs are high for MSFAP, but they
are designed to find an assignment without violating compatibility constraints.
Therefore, they cannot be used for the problem shown in this section.

The formulation shown above, which is quite different from MSFAP, is first
proposed and a GA for solving the problem was developed by Jin et al. [7],
and an improved version was proposed by Horng et al. [4] and Park et al. [15].
However they use näıve representation of N × Z matrix that is bad coding and
they use simple GA. Rothlauf et al. [16] showed that we should use well-designed
GA in the case of bad codings, therefore the performance of previously proposed
GAs is not good enough.

3 The Proposed Algorithm

We propose a new algorithm for the FAP formulated in the previous section. The
main idea of the proposed GA is that sequences of codes of a virtual machine
that performs assignment are encoded as chromosomes, and the GA searches for
a good code sequence that minimizes the total damage cost.

The genetic algorithm (GA) used here is an example of ‘steady state’, over-
lapping populations GA [12]. The proposed GA is outlined in Figure 1.

3.1 How Many Frequencies Are Necessary for a Cell?

The second term of the objective function decreases as we increase the number
of assigned frequencies (Fi), but the first term, interference cost, would increase.
Let us consider a cost function

Di(Fi) =
Z∑

p=1

Z∑

q=1

f(i, i, p, q) + αDB(TFi),

which consists of the blocking cost and interference cost within a cell i only
considering the co-site channel separation constraint.

We can find a good candidate of Fi using Di(Fi). The frequency separation
in a cell decreases as we increase Fi, and the interference cost increases, whereas
DB(TFi) decreases. Therefore we can find Fi that minimize Di(Fi) by evaluating
Di(Fi) for Fi = 1, 2, · · · , F̄i, i.e., the optimal F ∗

i can be defined as

F ∗
i = argmin

Fi∈{1,2,···,F̄i}
Di(Fi).
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Procedure GA
BEGIN
Initialize:
(1) Calculate F ∗

i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N).
(2) Generate N individuals (N being the population size), and randomly generate

mutation rate N i
m.

(3) Produce N assignments and store each assignment.
(4) Store best-so-far.

LOOP
(1) Generate offspring: Generate Nn offspring.

(1-1) Select two parents by roulette wheel rule;
(1-2) Apply crossover with the probability of Pc, and generate two offspring;

when no crossover is applied, then two parents will be the offspring;
(1-3) Apply adaptive mutation to offspring and generate one offspring by

Adaptive-Mutation;
(1-4) If the offspring is better than best-so-far then replace best-so-far.

(2) Selection: Select best N individuals from the pool of old N and new Nn

individuals.
UNTIL stopping condition satisfied.
Print best-so-far.
END

Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed GA.

Because DB(x) rapidly decreases and becomes close to zero when x ≥ µi + 5σ,
we can set F̄i = �µi + 5σ�. The minimal frequency separation Sm

i of each cell i
is calculated by

Sm
i = min{�(Z − 1)/(F ∗

i − 1)�, cii}.

We can use TGT =
N∑

i=1

Di(F ∗
i ) as a target of total cost.

3.2 Virtual Machine

Let us consider a virtual machine that assigns the frequency one by one to cells
according to a given code. The cost function Di(F ∗

i ) is minimized by assigning
all frequencies with the separation of Sm

i when (Z − 1)mod(F ∗
i − 1) = 0. When

(Z −1)mod(F ∗
i −1) �= 0, some frequencies must be assigned with the separation

Sm
i + 1. Because Di(Fi) does not consider the compatibility constraint between

cells i and j, the above assignment does not minimize the total cost, therefore
some assignments should be with the separation that does not violate the inter-
cell constraints.

With these observations, the virtual machine must have at least 3 codes or
operations that are shown in Table 1. The assignment order to cells is important,
so an instruction of the virtual machine is defined as a pair of integers, namely
(cell number, action).

The virtual machine assigns a frequency f that is determined by the Table 1
to cell cell number when 1 ≤ f ≤ Z, and do nothing in other cases. When
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Table 1. Action specification.

Action Assigning frequency
0 frequency with separation of Sm

i

1 frequency with separation of Sm
i + 1

2 minimum usable frequency

a frequency f is assigned to cell i, the set of usable frequencies of all cells are
updated according to the compatibility matrix C. In this step, we use Sm

i instead
of cii.

3.3 Chromosome

A chromosome of the GA is a sequence of the instructions. A single instruction
is a pair of integers, namely (p, a) where 1 ≤ p ≤ N , and a ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

An instruction (p, a) assigns a frequency to cell p, therefore a valid chromo-
some must have F ∗

i times of instructions whose cell number is i for each cell
i, and the length of the sequence becomes L =

∑n
i F ∗

i . Thus a chromosome is
expressed as a sequence {(p1, a1), (p2, a2), · · · , (pL, aL)}.

3.4 Local Search

After the assignment by the virtual machine we could improve the assignment
by a local search. If a cell has a frequency fp that violates the interference
constraints, and there is a usable frequency fq, then we can replace fp by fq,
and the replacement always reduces the total cost. After this local search, the
chromosome is modified to reflect the modification.

The modification algorithm changes the order of instructions in the chromo-
some and the action of the genes according to the result of the local search. The
basic ideas are as follows;

– If the frequency is generated by the local search, the corresponding instruc-
tion is moved towards the tail.

– The action that assigns the minimum usable frequency should be kept un-
changed.

The modification algorithm shown in Figure 2 is applied to each cell in de-
creasing order of the interference damage of each cell.

3.5 Crossover

We use a crossover operator that does not generate an invalid chromosome. If
we ignore the action part of the genes, a chromosome is a permutation of cell
numbers. Because cells have multiple channel demands, a permutation contains
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Procedure Modification
BEGIN
Initialize:
(1) Let two sequences of S1 and S2 be empty.
(2) Sort assigned frequencies in ascending order for each cell, and result be

(fi,1, fi,2, · · · , fi,Fi). And also let fi,0 ← 1− Sm
i .

Scan genes from head to tail:
LOOP
(1) Let i be the cell number, and a be the action of current gene that corresponds

to the k-th assignment to cell i.
(2) Calculate channel separations s← fi,k − fi,(k−1).
(3) If (s > Sm

i + 1) then t← 2 else t← s− Sm
i .

(4) If t = 2 then
If fi,k is generated by the local search
then append instruction (i, t) to S2,
else append instruction (i, t) to S1.

else
If a = 2 then append instruction (i, a) to S1,
else append instruction (i, t) to S1.

UNTIL all genes are scanned.
Return the concatenation of S1 and S2.

END

Fig. 2. Modification algorithm.

multiple occurrence of the same cell numbers. Therefore, the candidates are Gen-
eralized Order Crossover (GOX) [1], Generalized Partially Mapped Crossover
(GPMX) [1], Precedence Preservation Crossover (PPX) [1], and modified PMX
(mPMX) [11].

By comparing the performance of the four operators, we decided to use
GPMX as the crossover operator. Because GPMX attained the best average,
and the difference between the best solution attained by GPMX and the other
operators is small, we decided to use GPMX. The comparisons is shown in ‘Ex-
periments and Results’ section.

3.6 Mutation

The mutation is done in 2 steps. In the first step, instructions are mutated by
swap mutation, i.e., randomly chosen instruction at position p and q are swapped,
i.e., (np, ap) and (nq, aq) is swapped.

In the second step, the action part of randomly chosen genes are mutated by
flip mutation, i.e., the value of the action part of a randomly chosen gene gi is
replaced by a randomly chosen integer in the range [0, 2].

The mutation operator does not generate any invalid chromosomes, i.e., off-
springs are always valid sequence of code for the virtual machine.

Self-Adaptive Mutation Rate. The efficiency of GA depends on two fac-
tors, namely the maintenance of suitable working memory, and quality of the
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Procedure Adaptive-Mutation
BEGIN
Initialization: Let L be the length of chromosome, o1, o2 be the offspring, and

N1
m, N2

m be the product of L and the mutation rate of o1, o2 respectively. Let U()
be a function that returns random variable uniformly distributed in the range of
[0, 1).

Update Mutation Rate:
if U() < (N1

m/L) then
if U() < 1/2 then N1

m
′ ← N1

m + 1 else N1
m

′ ← N1
m − 1

else N1
m

′ ← N1
m

if U() < (N2
m/L) then

if U() < 1/2 then N2
m

′ ← N2
m + 1 else N2

m
′ ← N2

m − 1
else N2

m
′ ← N2

m

Apply Mutation: Apply mutation to offspring o1 with the rate of N1
m

′
/L, N2

m
′
/L

and the results be o1
1, o

2
1. And apply mutation to offspring o2 with the rate of

N1
m

′
/L, N2

m
′
/L and the results be o1

2, o
2
2. Individuals inherit the mutation rate

that generated them.
Selection: Select the best individual from o1

1, o
2
1, o

1
2, o

2
2.

END

Fig. 3. Adaptive mutation and reproduction method.

match between the probability density function generated and the landscape
being searched. The first of these factors will depend on the choice of popula-
tion size and selection algorithm. The second will depend on the action of the
reproductive operators, i.e., crossover and mutation operators, and the set of
associative parameters on the current population [18].

We reported that the performance of their permutation based GA for MSFAP
heavily depends on the mutation rate [10], and we also showed that an adaptive
mutation rate mechanism improved the performance greatly [11]. Therefore, we
have built an individual level self-adaptive mutation rate mechanism into our
algorithm.

Proposed Mutation Scheme. The mutation rate ri
m for each individual i is

coded as an integer N i
m in the range of [NL

m, NU
m], and the mutation rate ri

m is
defined as ri

m = N i
m/L. The values of NL

m, NU
m used in the numerical experiments

will be discussed later.
In the mutation step, the mutation rate N i

m is first modified according to
the value of itself. The N i

m is incremented or decremented with the mutation
rate of ri

m, and the result ri
m

′ is used as the mutation rate for the individual i.
The mutation and the resulting offsprings are created by the algorithm shown
in Figure 3.
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3.7 Selection

The selection of the GA is roulette wheel selection. The selection probability
p1 for the first parent is calculated for each genotype based on its rank. The
selection probability p2 for the second parent is calculated based on its fitness1.

3.8 Other Genetic Operators

We use sigma truncation for the scaling function. The fitness function F ′ is
defined as

F ′ = F − (µF − 2 × σF ),

where F = 1/O, µF is the average, and σF is the standard deviation of F over
the population.

The GA evolves population to maximize the F ′.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Benchmark Problems

We tested the algorithm using the problem proposed by Horng [4]. The eight
benchmark problems were examined in our experiments. Three compatibility
matrices C3, C4, C5 and three communication load tables D1, D2, D3, are com-
bined to make eight problems [4].

The interference cost function IC(x) = 5x−1 and IA(x) = 52x−1, the weight
of blocking cost α = 1000, and the value of T (number of channels that each
frequency provides under TDMA) was set to 82.

4.2 Parameters

The population size for each problem was 100, the maximal number of generation
was 1000, The GA terminates if the variance of fitness of the population becomes
0, and does not change during contiguous 200 generations. The crossover ratio
(Pc) is 0.8, and the number of new offsprings (Nn) is equal to the population
size. The lower bound and the upper bound of the mutation rate is set NL

m = 3
and NU

m = �0.1 × L�.
1 Valenzuela et al. used similar asymmetric selection probability in their GA for

MSFAP [19]. In their GA, the first parent is selected deterministically in sequence,
but the second parent is selected in a roulette wheel fashion with the probability
based on its rank.

2 According to private communications with an author of the paper, there are typos
in the paper [4]. The typos are the communication load table of Problem 1, and the
weight α. And there is no description of the value of T . We used the correct data
provided by the author. The results by Park et al.[15] used the same corrected data.
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Table 2. Comparison of simulation results

Horng et al.[4] Park et al.[15] Our GA
Prob TGT Best Ave Best Ave CPU† Best Ave CPU‡

P1 3.7e-4 203.4 302.6 0.4 0.5 65504 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 75.3
P2 4.1 271.4 342.5 27.9 30.9 88692 4.1 4.1 68.4
P3 4.1 1957.4 2864.1 63.1 79.3 89918 5.8 7.1 196.0
P4 231 906.3 1002.4 675.8 684.1 95585 243.8 248.3 69.4
P5 231 4302.3 4585.4 1064.1 1092.5 87905 535.8 659.8 255.4
P6 190 4835.4 5076.2 1149.8 1227.3 35790 552.1 692.2 249.7
P7 2232 20854.3 21968.4 5636.7 5831.8 37323 3243,5 3537.9 249.4
P8 22518 53151.7 60715.4 41883.0 41967.5 135224 27714.3 29845.4 813.8

†: CPU seconds on Pentium III 750MHz, ‡: CPU seconds on Pentium III 933MHz.

4.3 Results

We tested the performance of the GA by running 100 times for each problem.
The results are shown in Table 2. Comparison with the results by Horng et al.[4]
and by Park et al.[15] and the target of total cost defined in the subsection 3.1
are also given. The column P denotes the problem name, and TGT denotes the
target of total cost. The column ‘Best’ shows the minimum cost found in the
100 runs, the column ‘Ave’ shows the average cost over the 100 runs, and the
column ‘CPU’ shows the computational time for a single run.

Table 2 shows that our GA performs very well, and outperforms the previous
GAs [4,15] for all cases. The cost obtained by our GA is very small compared to
the others. Our GA can find a very good assignment with the same cost of the
target for P1 and P2, and the cost is very close to the target for P3 and P4.

The GA can obtain assignments without any violation of the EMC con-
straints for the problems P1, P2, and P3. The performance improvement is
significant for all problems.

The CPU time is very short compared with the GA by Park et al., it is almost
1/100 for all problems. Our GA not only runs faster, but also the solution is
better than the GA by Park et al.

Comparison of Crossover Operators. We ran the proposed GA with the
same parameters shown above, only changing the crossover operators. Table 3
shows the comparison of crossover operators.

Table 3 shows the following.

– GPMX attained the best average solution for all eight problems.
– The best solution of P1, P2, P3, and P4 is the same among the four operators.

GPMX attained the best solution for P8, PPX attained the best solution for
P6 and P7, mPMX attained the best solution for P5.

– All four operators attained better results than that of Horng et al. [4] or
Park et al. [15].
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Table 3. Comparison of crossover operators

GOX GPMX PPX mPMX
Prob Best Ave Best Ave Best Ave Best Ave
P1 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4 3.7e-4
P2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
P3 5.8 7.1 5.8 7.1 5.8 8.0 5.8 7.7
P4 243.8 248.8 243.8 248.3 243.8 249.7 243.8 248.6
P5 548.5 713.7 535.8 659.8 558.0 690.0 526.7 691.4
P6 608.0 766.1 552.1 692.2 539.2 723.6 574.4 766.6
P7 3309.7 3693.4 3243.5 3537.9 3233.3 3667.8 3273.3 3651.2
P8 30308.6 31655.8 27714.3 29845.4 28842.5 30392.1 29040.2 30637.1

5 Conclusions

We have presented here a new efficient hybrid genetic algorithm for fixed channel
assignment problems with limited bandwidth constraint. The algorithm uses the
GA to find a good sequence of codes for a virtual machine that executes the
assignment task, and to improve the performance, an adaptive mutation rate
mechanism is developed.

The proposed GA is tested using a set of benchmark problems, and the
performance is superior to existing GAs. The proposed GA can obtain very
good solutions that were unable to be found using the previously proposed GAs
for the problem.

We believe that our approach, finding good code sequence for a virtual ma-
chine by GA, with the adaptive mutation rate mechanism can be applied to
other real world problems.
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